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The committee is formed by the principal along with the teachers of different departments of 

our institution including G.S of student union and present Government Nominee from GB, 

VCFW. 

 

The committee members decided the following different programmes to hold according to the 

respective dates during the academic session 2022 -2023:  

 

1. Dated: 24.9.22:     Article writing about “An ideal woman in your eyes”. 

2. Dated: 07.1.23:     Debate competition in collaboration with Activism Social Science                             

                              Club, Kolkata. 

3. Dated: 24.3.23:    Women’s Day celebration with a speech about the “present and past  

                              scenario of women all around the globe” by Dr Susmita   

                              Bhattacharyya, Department of Sociology, Calcutta university. 

                              followed by students handcrafted exhibition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The first program of the committee was article writing event as per the following notice: 

 

The title given was “An Ideal Woman in your Eyes” where they wrote about their mother, and 

the famous historical women like Malala, Prothoma Kadambini. The students write up has 

emphasized about the struggle and kind of battle they face in daily life as well as in the society. 

All the written articles were compiled and distributed to the participants. 

 

The selected students, who all participated were Sagnika Adhikary (BOTA3rdSem), Anisha 

Burman (PHIA 3rdSem), Sanchari Chakraborty (PHYA 3rd Sem), Trisha Chakraborty  (BNGA 

5th Sem),Ishika Saha (PHIA 5th Sem), Alisha Nasrin (BNGA 5th Sem), Hoshina Khatun (PHIA 

5th Sem), Payal Shaw (EDUG 5th Sem). All of them were given certificates on the day of 

International Woman’s Day celebration.  

 

                                                                      



The next program called by the committee was debate competition in collaboration with 

Activism Social Science Club, Kolkata that was held as per the following notice: 

 

 

  

 

 

The collaboration with the Activisiam Club was to enrich the students about the club where 

they would know roughly the different functions and the help they can get from this club. Four 

Judges were seated for the judgement because the particapants were 21 “For” the motion and 

10 “Against” the motion. The names of the judges were Smt. Moumita Ash, Librabian VCFW, 

Mrs Keka Das, Professor in English VCFW, Prof.Tias Roy – Trustee board member of Activism 

Foundation for social research and action and Prof.Sumana Goswami- Secretary of Activism 

Scholar’s Forum. The debate competition went on for nearly 4hours with 3 rounds, and finally 

the winners were decleared, they were awarded by the Activism club forum too.                                                              



     

                                  



 

 

 



 

 

   

 

 



Celebration of International Women’s Day:  

Vidyasagar College for Women, as it is women college proudly celebrates the women’s day 

every year, but this year 8th march was listed as on holiday, thus was celebrated on 24th march 

with all the enthusiasm of the students. The main attraction of the day was a speech about the 

present and past scenario of women all around the globe by Dr Susmita Bhattacharyya, 

Department of Sociology, Calcutta university. The external GB members were invited for the 

program, where the presence of retired principal Dr. Rupali Chaudhuri, GB members: Dr 

Kamal Kumar Mishra and Mrs. Swarnali Mishra beautified the event. The other attraction was 

the handcrafted items by the students. 

 

 

         

 

The organised program was outstanding because of abundant volunteer students and the 

exhibition of gorgeous handcraft items presented by the students. The comments during the 

exhibition were recorded.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

                                             

 

                        

 

                                    



            

        

Outcomes of Nari Sangsad Activities 2022-2023 

Outcome1: Empowering students with knowledge about writing skills  and knowing life    

                  encouragements. 

 

Outcome2: Debate enhance the knowledge of public speaking, to overcome the fear of stage  

                   performance, skill of leadership, instant problem solving capacity plus gain the  

                   self-confidence. 

 

Outcome3: Students benefit from listening the seminars as learn to express, gather more 

                   informations, be friendly and sporty to any service in the society. 

 

Outcome 4: Handcrafted  items  bring  creativity  in  the mind,  promotes economic  

                    development, retains the culture alive. 


